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Fishing leveling guide ffxi

Shadowbringers Update! How to level up fishing quickly!? Confused with Levequests fishing? Looking for Fish &amp; Fishing patches? Level your fisher power! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] Background for each section: fishing element quest and location. Levequest fish notes about themIf grinding, what is the best fish/spot
to grow? (Most useful) grind summary for each tierBe before you start... For those who haven't even opened the fishing class: Fisher's Guild in Lemsa Lominsa.To get the EXP maximum as a fisher and level up fast, keep the following note. The main points are: choose the right fish/spot/lure you level. Also, keep the main pieces of gear up to date (so hq chance, the reduction got
away). Our hardware collection guide is something you should keep open while leveling: if you're curious, here's the equipment i prepared for my trip to 50.Have a pile of bunny pie (you can buy it from a limsa food vendor on the market). If you can, pack some jack or lantern, too. Fishing class Quest ItemsFor fishing, you may want to check the market board and buy all the cheap
fish to make this a little less trouble. You can make fish as quest requirements purchased from THE CNC/Auction House! Fisher 01: Lominsan Anchovies × 5 - (Right Out Guild, Pete: Log Worm) Fisher 05: Port Harlequin x3 - (Right Out Guild, Bait: Bellbug) Fisher 10: HQ Princess Trout — (Middle La Nosia: Nosia: Nosya: No, River, Bait: Lobster Ball) Fisher 15: Navigators Dagger
x5 — (Western La Nosia: Brewers Bacon, Pete: Wright Tail) Fisher 20: Warm Water Trout x5 — (Upper La Noosa-Oakwood, Bait: Crewe Fly) Fisher 25: Catfish Shade - (Valgord Float, Pete: Popa Moth &gt; Gobi &gt; Catfish Shadow Chart) Fisher 30: Fullmoon Sardin × 1 0 - (South Umbral Islands (Night), Tackle: Worm Spoon) Fisher 35: Desert Catfish - (Sagoili Sand dunes,
pete: Rolling Stone) Fisher 40: Raincaller x5 - (Ancient Gridania. Choke whispers, rain house: Stemer Fisher 45) Cloud Cutter x5 — (Whitebrim, House: Worm hovercraft) Fisher 50: Marilyn Mazlaya (North Bloodshore, Double Mooch) — (Double Mooch, House: Floating Mino) — (Port Herring &gt; Ogre Barracuda &gt; Marilyn Mazlaya) Page 2Shadowbringers Update! How to level
up fishing quickly!? Confused with Levequests fishing? Looking for Fish &amp; Fishing patches? Level your fisher power! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] This levels grind summary (~15-35)FromToMAXLOCATIONMapBaitNotes152020Fallgourd FloatNSHMidge BasketStraight Grind Up Grinding Spot. Great
EXP152020AleportWLNRat TailCatches many fish Levequest related.202326Yug'ram RiverETHButterworm (night) 100% black eel. Just an alternative tab during the day :)232729Burning WallETHBrass Spoon Lure100% Yug'ram Salmon: Crazy EXP.273035Ceruleum FieldNTHChoco Fly100% Salmon Grip. This superior spot on MOONDRIP30331North Umbral
IslesWLNSpoonworm (night) get a level in one night + quest element (Fullmoon) WestwindWTHSpoonwormChange lure to Jage Steel - Minnow sank when possible.353740Sagoili desertSTHSand LeechGreat generally grinding spot. Decent up to 40 if you choose to.374041The NailCCHWild FlywlHigh opportunity of Bronzelake and Crimson Trout. (Can start @36) Fishing Level
15-20 Fishing Quest Level 20: Warm Water Trout x5 Level 15 Fishing Levequests: Western La Nosia, Aleport. Level 20 Fishing Levequests: South Shroud, Quarrymill.Where to find warm trout water? Using Crewe Fly in Oakwood (Upper Noscea), the warm water trout is easy to come by. FSH level 15-20 fish levicast (?3 [9] white coral [R]: Hard to insulate | Skull Valley | Rat Tail
(?) 3 [9] Crab Helmet [R]: Hard to Insulate | Skull Valley | Rat Tail (?3 Rothluit Oyster: Silver Bazaar (WTH) | Rat Tail (?3 Shaving Clamus: Crescent Cove (WTH) | TailWhite Coral Rat is eyesore. It's low-level and hard to isolate! Generally, using rat tails in Aleport you will get a small chance to catch any of these. FSH level ~15-20 grinding stains grinding float using Midge basket is
actually pretty good. None of these fish are really valuable nor levi offers to this level, but exp gains are quick here! This very amazing spot make sure to grind out a level or two here. I suggest try to catch the warm water trout for your class quest once you reach 20, when you can use magic (fly crew). This is also where you'll be grinding up just waiting :) Fishing Level 20-25Fishing
Quest Level 25: Shadow Catfish Level 20/25 Levequests Fishing: Southern Shroud, Quarrymill.At Level 22 you learn the version. With this skill you can release the fish that fishing - say the game does not store any of these fish during this fishing session. It's separate from headquarters /NQ. Where do you find shadow catfish? Using the pupa low-level moth bait, you can mooch
goby scheme (HQ) to get your catfish shade rather easily! You can't proactively quit your L25 Class Quest since you need a mooch - a skill you earn in 25.FSH level 20-25 Levequest Fish (?) 3 [9] Faerie Bass [R]: (?4 3 [9] Dark Sleeper [R]: (?) 3 Copper: (?) 3 Black Eel: FSH ~20-25 Grinding Yugram River Patches using Butter in E.Thanalan Is Awesome Spot You Have. It gives
snakes (night time), dark bass and Yug'ram salmon to the next level! Oakwood using crew flyer and copper spatula temptation. This spot is really attractive if you are lazy to move from spot to spot. Fishing Level 25-30 Fishing Quest Level 30: Fullmoon Sardine x 10 Level 25 Fishing Levequests: East Shroud, Quarrymill. Level 30 Fishing Levequests: Eastern La Nosia, Costa del
Sol.Where to find Fullmoon Sardine? Take the boat from Aliport to Amber Alles. Use spoonworm and fish in the northern part of the island. (Only breeds at night, 6 pm to 6 am) FSH level 25-30 fish levicast (?3 [9] dark bass [R]: (?3 [9] five Ilm Pleco [R]: (?3 Black Ghost: (?) 3 Yugr'am Salmon: Unfortunately, this class suffers the same fate from the lack of a global fishing spot.
There are great grinding patches for class so I would ignore the dams here together. FSH level ~25-30 grinding spots@23 head right to burn the wall. @ 27 head for ceruleum field with Chocobo fly temptation! This will eventually spot the grinding for a while. Fishing level 30-35 Fishing Level 35: Desert Catfish Level 30 Levequests Fishing: East La Nosia, Costa del Sol. 35
Levequests Fishing: Coerthas, observatorium. Where to find desert catfish? South thanlan, any of the 2 sand fishing spots using sand leach. Easy to pick up, don't worry here. FSH level 30-35 fish levicast (?3 [9] black soles [R] : (?3 [9] pickled sea [R] : (?3 Indigo Herring: (?) 3 tuna ash: again, levicast fishing at this level is not going. Good grinding stains and the lack of non-
universal levequest fish source governs this level. FSH level ~30-35 grinding spotsCERULEUM field is king of grinding stains! 100% Killfish Grip! IT'S SUPERIOR TO THE MUCH DISCUSSED MOONDRIP THAT MANY OTHER FISHERMEN WILL TELL YOU. Trust me! @ 30, you can replace your fly shokubi with sylphid lure basket for faster fish grip netting. Follow us on
Facebook for more FFXIV updates! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] Pages: Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7 A Few Things to Point: I wrote this guide in 2014 (when it became a historian renewed in late 2020) because I was tired of digging through old hunting guides that uttered irrelevant information.
Everything you see here I did myself, step by step with three separate characters (included at the bottom of the tutorial). I give permission to anyone to edit, update or change information here. Just please try to keep it clean and not burdened with strange information. I reserve the right to moderate content. Author: Iconida. Q: Are there any fishing questions? A: Yes! They are
merry to use it to earn guild points, gear, bait, and a stack of Fishermen's Day! Register in all the records of Samaha's questions and therefore: List &gt; Questions &gt; List of Goals &gt; Fishing. (Check them all here: Fishing (RoE)) Q: Well... This takes a long time. I'll get a fishing bot. A: I think the fishing bots are the devil. Fishing skills are slower than any other craft and patience
is key - but let's do this smart. Don't get a fishing bot (unless you want to be banned). Instead, get a swan ring and piles of fishermen's feast. The swan ring can be won by a fish classification competition, which is sometimes available using check-in points. Using loops and food together greatly increase pop-up skills. Q: Are there equipment that increases the skill of fishing? Is it
worth it? A: The Tunica Fishermen's Collection is highly recommended, offering a total of +4 fishing skills. When stacked with advanced fishing support, this becomes +7. This helps to teeter at the fish above your skill level, and with some fish seems to increase the skill-up rate. The guild also offers items that increase fishing By saving guild points, but tunica hunters group can
easily buy off the workhouse. Q: I once caught a lot of fish, and I was getting some good skill pop-up - then suddenly I couldn't pick up anything, I didn't mean anything. A: If you're just starting fishing you will only catch 10-15 fish each (real world) day for the first (real world) week. After that, you can catch a maximum of 200 fish per day (that's about 16 and a half stacks). After
reaching your limit, you will hold a tired catch, and you won't get any more bites until the day is over (in Japan midnight). Q: I don't have fishing fatigue, I've waited a whole day for the game and I still can't catch any fish! What should i do!? A: This happens from time to time. I don't know what's causing it but I know how to fix it, remove all the equipment &gt; change your main and
secondary jobs &gt; then change the jobs back to your favorite jobs &gt; retool all the fishing gear. You should now be able to fish. Q: I hear if you're fishing with Ionis (the effect of the situation is beneficial, for those looking for Adoulin areas) it increases the fishing skills of adoulin areas, is that true? A: This is false and many players do not understand the nature of the impact of
the Ionis case. It has different effects depending on the alliance you receive from Ionis. Some alliances do offer a minor skill acquisition when crafting, while others have the effects of acquiring skills to fight or magical skills, but none of them affect the skill-up skill rate for fishing, synergy or chocobo drilling (which are considered hobbies and not a real formulation). Q: Do I have to
get the Lu Chang fishing rod? I heard it is mandatory, and it takes a long time to earn. A: After level 53 this guide uses Le Shang Fishing Rod exclusively, but no, it's not mandatory. If you want it, buy it. It sells for 2-6 million generations on most servers. You can save and buy Lu Chang Fishing Rod much faster than completing the quest to earn it. For your information if you do
nothing but carp trench fish two hours a day for two months... Then you earn Le Chang Fishing Rod. I advize you buy it (check out the real guide to make a generation). Q: You know this guide is right outdated? Everyone should use this FFXIAH fishing tutorial nachoo instead! A: No, this guide is not old, and while you can use this guide, it's a one-dimensional grinding. Please read
it through and let it sink in. You don't leave Nashmao (a small town colored in the shadows of dreary). Yes, the penalties will increase the nutritional impact of Fishermen's Day if the double food duration is determined, but using Fishing (RoE) already gives you more fishermen's day than you can use. The whole point of fishing (in the game or otherwise) is to go to a nice, strange,
or unusual place and fish, and let the strain roll off. That's how it doesn't. The Sakmau FFXIAH fishing tutorial jump frogs on all the fun of fishing and turn them into grief. Some quick notes on Lu Chang's rod: In the past times, SE deliberately nerfed Le Shang skill rate on the lower level fish to inhibit This seems to be no longer the case. If you have Rod Lu Chang, use it 1-110. I still
include 'lower' rods as some hunters can't or didn't get a Lu Chang rod. If you have skilled carpentry to 70 you can repair Lu Chang's rod as you go (or get it fixed by NPC by the immortal quest of Lu Chang). If you fail decisively synth, relax, then you will not lose your broken Lu Chang Road. But! If you fix a rod while on the ferry and it pavements (areas) - your rod will be lost. Also
keep in mind - if you try to fix the rod and the enemy cuts the synth (by attacking you), the rod will be lost. My advice - don't fix it on the ferry (unless you're just on board), and never fix it near enemies. Additionally, consider using /blockaid command (while not at the tip) as healing (or buff) spells can cut the synth and you will lose all the material. 1 to 11 - Moog Garden (pond)
fishing from the pond, the goal will be carp ditch using halcyon rod with insect paste as bait. If you're just starting to play and you haven't unlocked your mook park, consider fishing for carp mat from Nightwell Pond in West Ronford. You can technically hunt carp from many locations, but fishing from Moog Park or Nightwell Pond will only target carp trench when using this rods/bait
combo. Test element: To become a ranked recruiter - at level 8, in turn in the Mothon carp to the master of the fishermen's union, Thubo Parorin. 10 to 14 - Selbina (dock) fishing from the dock, the goal will be greedy, using Rod Halcyon and Minao temptation. The lure of mino is extremely effective in targeting these fish. Instead, the Lure worm works very well (and is less
expensive). Fishing from the pier, the target will be Yellow Globe. Using Hume Fishing Rod and Sabke Rig - this will only target the yellow globe (which can sell well in the auction house). Or use Halcyon Road and Sabke's manipulation that targets both the yellow globe and the sardine pasteur. If you have a tent skill, consider the yellow globe synth in the toxic dust. Or sell it on
the AH. 17 to 19 - Selbina (dock) fishing from the dock, the goal will be to qus using Halcyon Rod and Sabeke rig or log worms as bait. Item Test: To become a starting-to-rank - at level 18, turn in the Cheval Salmon to the Master Guild Fisherman 19 to 21 - East Ronfaure (i.e. Ronfaurian River) fishing from any river in east Ronfaure, the targets will be salmon oats and salmon
using halcyon rod and fly temptation up to level 21. 21 to 27 - East Ronfaure (i.e. Ronfaurian River) again, fishing from the same river (s) in east Ronfaure, using Halcyon's rod and shrimp lure, your tricolor carp and gold carp will be up to level 27. Note: It can be difficult to find shrimp temptations at times. They're hard synth, expensive, and only available at auction house. If you
can't get your hands on one, use insect paste for this area. 25.31 Zerohn mines (river bridge) fishing from the target river bridge Be a giant catfish using the fishing rod Mithran and Minnow drowned. These fish don't stack but you can constantly pick them up here and have a decent skill rate. Item Test: To become a novice in order - in level 28, turn in giant catfish to master guild
fishermen 31 - 39 Qufim Island (ice pond in H-7) fishing from the ice pond (H-7) your goal will be Nosteau Herring using halcyon fishing rod or hume fishing rod while fishing with shrimp lure. Unfortunately there is no (currently known) bait that will only target Nosteau Herring, you'll also pick up a lot of cod tiger (which you can synth in cod slices if you choose). You'll get bites from
Black Soul from time to time but at this level... There's no way to catch them. It is better to let them go, as you can snap your line, or break your penis. Test element: To become a ranked trainee - at level 38, turn in the Gogro tuna to the master of the fishermen's union. 41 - 47 بيضق مادختساب  ءادوسلا  نيباعثلا  كب  صاخلا  فدهلا  نوكي  فوسو  رهنلا ، رسج  نم  ديصلا  رهنلا ) رسج   ) نوريز مجانم 
Halcyon ةدود ءارغإ  عم  دايطصالا  ءانثأ  دور  ديصلا  مويه  وأ  . Fortunately, this choice of rod and lure the goals of black snakes very well. 47- 49 Beaucedine Glacier (i.e. Beacedinian Pond) fishing from any pond in the Besidine Glacier, your target will be on the ice using halcyon fishing rod while fishing with sabeke rig. If you have a penchant for marinara pizza you can synth the ice fish in
anchovies (one of the many ingredients needed to craft marinara pizza). Ice elements usually spawn near ponds and if the catch gets monotonous, kill them repeatedly for ice groups. It's fun, Hela. Item Test: To become a ranked nomad - at level 48, turn in Monk Onki to the Master Guild Hunters. 49- 53 Falcorum dunes (sea) fishing from the sea your goal will be to paralyze the
shawl using halcyon fishing rod and manipulate the thief as bait. This rod is a very good temptation in targeting shell shells, but you will sometimes get other bites. Shawl shells are used in several recipes and generally sell well on 53 e-55 east of Sarutabaruta (sea) fishing from the sea, your target will be Bluetail and Pasteur Bream while using Rod Le Shang and catching with the
lure of Mino. Bluetail and Bream Bastore both do decent in ah, but honestly I sell them for almost the same money. Instant cash for a little more cash? I leave it to you 55-60 Yhoator Forest (Uggalepih Waterfall [J-11 directly to the right of uggalepih temple] fishing from uggalepih waterfall your target will be Elshimo Notts and bush catfish while using Rod Le Chang and Frog
Temptation. It's best to have a front location for the ride here to make sure you have a Tunica hunter-equipped set (or the best gear you've got through the guild), and also get advanced fishing support. Empty your inventory, because these fish don't stack, but you always get consistent catches here, which at this level gets hard to come out. I hope you have completed your
Gobbiebag quests to increase the size of your inventory. If Buy your 880 goblin from Moogle Green Thumb and get it finished. Item Test: To become a ranked craftsman - in level 58 turn in Marlin Bhefhel to master guild fishermen 61 - 64 East Sarutabaruta (sea) fishing from the sea your goal will be Bladefish while using Rod Le Chang and slice of blue tail (you can also use
meatballs but they don't catch Bladefish as constantly). Make sure you are equipped with your Tunica group of hunters (or better gear) and get advanced fishing support. Bladefish offers slow-up skill, and you can technically fish here up to level 71, but as the skill-up rate here is not fantastic, moving to arrapago reef). Bladefish can sell very well on the auction house. 64- 72
Arrapago Reef (Sea) Fishing from the Sea will be your goal rhinochimera and Meranbaligi while using Rod Le Shang and sinking Mino. Don't be surprised by the fight the rhino gives you. It's a very big fish, but you can beat them easily. 2/3 of your pop-up skills will come from them, and the other 1/3 will be from Mercanbaligi. Make sure you are equipped with your Tunica group of
hunters (or better gear) and get advanced fishing support. Fish do not sell well on the workhouse, although sellers give decent prices. This is a remote fishing hole (in this guide) and harder to get to, however, once you know the way it's a picnic. Go to Aht Orhgan and Whitegate and wait at The Port of Evmarmad (it's the northern port, not the southern port) and wait for the Silver
Sea road to the Nashmao ferry. Once in Nashmau, be sure to touch the crystal so you can teleport again in your spare time. Use the North Exit (in H-6) to reach Mir Caedarva. Once in Caedarva Mir call Chocobo (or another mountain) to avoid aggressive mobs. Head to the hidden tunnel in (the right side of) I-9 and pass through. Once there, head to the hidden tunnel (upper left
corner of) I-8 and pass through, then the area to Arrapago reef in the hidden tunnel in I-6. Be sure to touch the book here so you can easily move back. Now that you're in Arrapago reef cast sneak and invisible, then board the abandoned boat (the left side of H-10) and then get out of it (the right side of H-10) take a downhill path and you'll see a gag of Arpkallu Apkallu. These are
your buddies (unless you're a fairly low level... Then they kill you too. Fish near the holes watering them and you'll be safe from (more) aggressive mobs in this area. Item Test: To become a ranked artisan - in level 68 turn in Bladefish to master the fishermen's guild. 72- 81 North Gustavberg (Drachenfall) fishing from the waterfall known as Drachenfall will be your target of a fish
geidi while using The Rod Le Shang and meat or lizard temptation. I highly recommend the lure of the lizard. If you can't synth it, buy it. If you can't buy them... Use meatballs. Make sure you are equipped with your Tunica group of hunters (or better gear), and also get fishing support. The gagel fish can sell well in the workhouse, but only when In demand for fishing guild points, if
they are not currently in demand, sell them to sellers. You must catch from the base of The Drachenfall/Waterfall (i.e., where the waterfall hits the ground), not above. If you ignore this advice your only pop-up skills will be in vain and frustration. To reach this fishing hole (teleport book), you will have to travel through the Dangrove Valley, get out in J-3, and it will place you near the
Drachenfall/Waterfall. Even for high-level characters, it is recommended to sail across the valley with sneakand invisible on (or use items for a similar effect). Note: I have spoken with many fishermen and can get this monotonous pit, not fun navigating through the valley. If the grate starts to safety your mind... You can skip it and move to the next fishing hole listed below (I tested
it, XD and it's not too big a deal). Item test: To become artisans ranked - in level 78 turn in a three-eye fish to the master of the fishermen's guild. Hunting from the dock your goals will be merkanbaliji and a coffin while using Rod Le Shang and the lure of shrimp. Make sure you are equipped with your Tunica group of hunters (or the best gear gained by the guild), and also get
advanced fishing support. Merkanbaligi and Ahtouf do not sell well on AH, but no seller to get decent money. Fishing from an ice pond (if in Qufim) or the sea (if in the Bataalia Downs) will be your only black goal while using Lu Chang's rod and catching with a sinking Mino. Sell black sol on AH or make sushi out of it. Black soles are really an SE gift for hunters, they bite down and
you don't have to lift to a madly remote location. Item Test: To become a ranked veteran - in level 88 turn in gigant squid to master of the fishermen's guild. Hunting from the dock your goal will be Pterygotus while using Rod Le Chang and catching with Lugworms worms. Pterygotus does not sell on e, but it is a seller at a good price. Item Test: To become a ranked expert - in level
98 turn in tiger shark to master of the hunters guild. Before you can catch a tiger shark you'll need to buy Almanac The Hunter from the Guild for 20,000 Fishing Guild Points. 99- 108 Oldton Movalpolos your target will be an armored whale while using Rod Lu Chang and catching with the lure of the frog. Make sure you are wearing fishing gear and get advanced fishing support.
Armored Whale does not sell on AH, but it is a seller at a good price. The skill rate on these fish is not great, but there are not many options at this stage. Your goal will be the Cave of Chiracs while using Rod Lu Chang and catching with meatballs. Note that this giant lobster has a slight chance of breaking The Rod Of Le Chang, but I did not have any breaks. Chaca's Chaca has a
decent skill-up rate but you will get a record of line snaps. You could try to sell them on AH but most hunters and zallow Zaldon (inside the abdomen) have them to get a 26% chance to the troll Pugils. Please note that levels 107-110 will be slow. They're going to take 2-4 times longer than usual, don't get frustrated, it's just how it's going to go. Everything you see here did, step by
step with three separate characters: Grumplstiltskin (Quetzalcoatl - no longer active), Glerm and Dinlord (both semi-active on Asura). Asura).
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